Systems with space periodic Hamiltonians have unique scattering properties. The discrete translational symmetry associated with periodicity of the Hamiltonian creates scattering channels that govern the scattering process. We consider a two-dimensional scattering system in which one dimension is a periodic lattice and the other is localized in space. The scattering and decay processes can then be described in terms of channels indexed by the Bloch momentum. We find the 1D periodic lattice can sustain two types of bound states in the positive energy continuum (BICs): one protected by reflection symmetry, the other protected by discrete translational symmetry. The lattice also sustains long-lived quasibound states. We expect that our results can be generalized to the behavior of states in the continuum of 2D periodic lattices.
Introduction
The wave dynamics of nanoscale electronic and photonic condensed matter devices is of interest for a variety of applications. Periodic lattices are playing an increasingly important role in electron and photon-based communication because of their capacity for selective wave transmission. Two-dimensional crystals have exhibited a variety of nanoelectronics applications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Optical lattices, which can support the propagation of atomic matter waves, can be formed by superposing multiple pairs of counter-propagating laser beams [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . Light-based communication systems have been developed using photonic crystals [11, 12, 13, 14] . These small nanoscale quantum and electromagnetic devices are open systems which can be excited by external waves and subsequently decay.
In recent years, there has also been increasing interest in locating bound states that can form in the energy continuum of open systems (BICs). The first proposal of BICs was due to von Neumann and Wigner in 1929 [15, 16, 17] . Symmetry-protected quantum BICs, have been seen in studies of quantum wires [18, 19, 20, 21] and electrons in potential surfaces with antisymmetric couplings [22] . They were also created using defects attached symmetrically to a 1D waveguide or lattice array [23] . Many other BICs with different confinement mechanisms exist as described in the excellent review paper [24] . Although a variety of systems have been predicted or observed to have bound states co-existing with continuous propagating waves, much of the focus of the emerging field has been on photonics, due to the relative ease of manipulating photonic structures.
In subsequent sections, we consider a potential with two space dimensions (2D), one an infinite spatially periodic lattice of potential wells (along the x-axis), the other a Gaussian potential well (along the z-axis) with effectively finite width. Incident waves can have components that are parallel (along the x-axis) and transverse (along the z-axis) to the 1D periodic lattice. Because the lattice is spatially periodic, the scattering dynamics is governed by Bloch theory. In subsequent sections, we use a theory originally developed by Wigner and Eisenbud (W-E) [25, 26, 27] , and a method due to Bagwell [28] to locate BICs of this 2D system. Although we consider a 1D lattice localized in a 2D plane, an extra lattice dimension would not destroy the type of BIC we have identified on the 1D lattice, making the results highly relevant to the study of 2D materials, possibly including graphene and other atomically thin monolayers.
In Sect. 2, we describe the spatial structure of the scattering system considered here. In Sect. 3, we discuss the structure of the scattering problem taking account of the translational symmetry of the lattice. In Sect. 4, we build the reaction matrices and then the scattering matrix for the Bloch channels using W-E theory. In Sect. 5, we use reaction matrices to construct an eigenvalue equation that allows us to locate some of the Brillouin zone BICs. In Sect. 6, we show that for a lattice with unit cell reflection symmetry along the lattice dimension the Gamma point has several BICs. In Sect. 7, we make some concluding remarks.
The Periodic Lattice
We consider the dynamics of particles of mass m and energy E in the presence of a periodic lattice which is infinitely long in the x-direction and of finite width in the z-direction (see Fig. 1 ). The particle dynamics, in the presence of this lattice, is governed by the Schrodinger equation
where Υ E (x, z) is an energy eigenstate with energy E. The potential energy V (x, z) along the x-axis is given by elliptic theta functions, ϑ 3 , and along the z-axis by a single Gaussian potential well, so that
where 2a is the width of the unit cell and σ and are standard deviations. The elliptic theta functions provide a periodic array of Gaussian potential wells whose shape can be varied by varying the parameter . In the limit →0 the periodic array of Gaussians goes to a periodic array of Dirac delta functions (a Dirac comb). For 0.5a it can be approximated by a convergent sum of cosines [29] . In subsequent sections, we use U = 30, = 0.4a and σ = 0.4a.
Eq. (2) contains two lines of Gaussian potentials, one with Gaussian potentials centered at (x = 2na, z = 0) with integer (−∞≤n≤∞) and the other with Gaussian potentials centered at irrational positions (x = a 1 17 + 2na, z = −a 1 13 ). When β = 0, only the line of Gaussians centered at (x = 2na, z = 0), which has unit cell reflection symmetry around both axes, contributes. However, when β =0, the reflection symmetry is broken and, as we shall show, there is a qualitative change in the scattering dynamics.
Wigner-Eisenbud theory, which will be described below, requires separation of the system into a "reaction region" (−∞≤x≤∞, − L≤z≤L), which fully contains the periodic potential, and an asymptotic region (−∞≤x≤∞, L≤|z|) in which the potential energy V (x, z) is effectively zero. The reaction region and the asymptotic region are then coupled. A plot of five unit cells of the potential energy in the reaction region is given in Fig. 1 for the case β = 0 with L = 3a and a = 1.
For an infinitely long periodic lattice, the Bloch momentum is a continuous variable. However, if we assume the lattice has a finite number N of unit cells, and assume periodic boundary conditions, then we can focus attention on the subset of Bloch momenta K = π N a , 0≤ <N (we restrict to states in the Brillouin zone). In the limit N →∞, we retrieve the continuum of Bloch momenta that determine the dynamical properties of the system. However, because Bloch momentum is conserved by the dynamics, it is sufficient to consider the finite subset K = π N a , 0≤ ≤N . In the reaction region, the energy eigenstates decompose into superpositions of Bloch states
where Φ (x, z) = ∞ ν=−∞ φ ν, (z)e iνπx/a has the periodicity of the unit cell. In the asymptotic region, the Bloch states take the simple form
where ξ
ν e −ik ν z and α = T, B distinguishes states for positive (T) and negative (B) z. The energy eigenvalues in the asymptotic region are then given by
where −∞≤ν≤∞ denotes the transverse modes for states with Bloch momentum K . Note that the momentum of the particle along the z-axis is then given by
Once the Bloch momentum (the value of ) is fixed then the scattering channel associated with that Bloch momentum has an infinite number of scattering modes ν associated with it since −∞≤ν≤∞. For finite energy, most of the scattering modes will be evanescent, but some may be propagating (we define these terms in Sect. 3). We will primarily consider the case β = 0 so that the potential energy unit cell along the x-direction has reflection symmetry about x = 0. The reflection symmetry of the periodic potential prevents one class of states in the positive energy continuum from decaying, while another class of states is prevented due to conservation of Bloch momentum. We will show that when β =0 new decay paths can open for some of these states. The Schrodinger equation in Eq. (1) is written in terms of dimensioned variables, however in subsequent sections we will define various quantities in terms of atomic units. This means = 1, and we choose m = m e = 1, a = a Bohr = 1, and L = 3a, though often these will be written explicitly for clarity. These dimensionless (atomic) units are used in Figs. 1-11.
Propagating and Evanescent Modes
Particle waves that are incident on the lattice, from either side (T or B), will either be reflected from the lattice or will be transmitted across the lattice along the z-axis. We let
denote the incident (A ,B ν ) and reflected (B ,B ν ) waves in asymptotic region for negative z and let The details concerning the transmission and reflection of incident waves are contained in the reaction matrices R α,α ν 1 ,ν 2 [26] , which are defined
where α = B, T and z B = −L, z T = L. These equations allow us to relate the incident and reflected waves on both sides (along the z-direction) of the lattice.
We can now write Eqs. (7), (8), and (9) in matrix form. To keep the expressions simple, first define K
Then, combining these equations we can write
whereĀ ,B ,C , andD are infinite dimensional column matrices,0 is an infinite dimensional square matrix with all matrix elements equal to zero, and the matricesK ,α,α are infinite dimensional square matrices whose matrix ele-
.Ū is an infinite dimensional diagonal matrix with diagonal matrix elements e ik ν L , where −∞≤ν≤∞. Since is fixed but −∞≤ν≤∞, each has an infinite-dimensional matrix equation (although we will discuss how to approximate these as finite-dimensional for finite energy). If we multiply by the inverse of the matrices on the left, we finally obtain
is the scattering matrix and contains information about transmission and reflection of particles approaching the lattice from either side. We now must distinguish between propagating and evanescent scattering modes [28] . For energy E and Bloch momentum K = In that case, the wave vector is defined k ν = +iq ν , where
With this choice of wave vector for the evanescent modes, the outgoing modes decay exponentially and incoming modes grow exponentially as we move away from the reaction region. Thus, we set the amplitudes of the incoming modes to zero so that A is not a unitary matrix. However, the elements ofS ( ) that connect the incident propagating modes to the outgoing propagating modes do form a unitary matrix and can be identified as the scattering matrix for the propagating modes.
As an example of how these equations are used, let us consider the case = 0. This corresponds to scattering in the Γ point Bloch channel of the Brillouin zone. We consider the energy interval 0≤E≤ 
In this case, the sub-matrix
is unitary and is the scattering matrix for the propagating modes.
Reaction Matrix for the Bloch Channels
We can derive the reaction matrix for the various Bloch channels using Wigner-Eisenbud (W-E) theory. W-E theory (also called reaction matrix theory) decomposes configuration space into a reaction region that fully contains the energy and an asymptotic region in which the potential energy is effectively zero. The reaction region can be described in terms of a complete set of basis states that satisfy certain boundary conditions on the interface between the reaction and asymptotic regions [26] . The reaction region is coupled to the asymptotic region with a singular coupling [30, 31] . It is useful to note that W-E scattering theory more recently has also been used to analyze electron scattering in quasi-one-dimensional waveguides [32, 33] , for analyzing the dissociation of the HOCl molecule [35] , and for scattering of waves from systems with cylindrical symmetry [36, 37] . The procedure is well described in [34, 38] , so we only outline the steps here.
We can separate the eigenvalue equations into contributions from the reaction region and asymptotic regions using projection operators. Let
It is straightforward to show thatP BPB =P B ,P TPT =P T ,QQ =Q, and P BQ =P TQ = 0 and thatP B +P T +Q =1.
Projections of the eigenvalue equation,Ĥ|E = E|E (Eq. (1)) take the formQĤQ
The coupling HamiltoniansQĤP B andQĤP T are defined
In Appendix A, we show how to compute matrix elements of these coupling Hamiltonians (see also [34] ).
Reaction Region Eigenstates
The eigenvalue problem in the reaction region can be written
whereĤ
The eigenstatesQ|φ j are orthonormal and complete so φ j |Q|φ j = δ j,j and
The eigenstates in the N -cell reaction region can be written
where
for
, −∞≤m≤∞, and
is a complete orthonormal basis. These states are normalized over the interval −N a≤x≤N a and −L≤z≤L, and C j m,n = m, n|Q|φ j . The eigenvalue equation in the reaction region then takes the form
The eigenstates x, z|Q|φ j will naturally decompose into groupings of states, each with a different Bloch momentum K = π N a , 0≤ <N (we restrict to states in the Brillouin zone). The collection of eigenstates, x, z|Q|φ j , with Bloch momentum K = π N a , can be written in the form
so that the collection of N -cell eigenstates { x, z|Q|φ j } decomposes into N disjoint sets of states, each with a different Bloch momentum K .
Reaction Matrices
We now construct the reaction matrices. The first step is to expand the exact energy eigenstates of the open system, x, z|E , in terms of reaction region Bloch eigenstates x, z|Q|φ j and asymptotic region eigenstates
. Then the exact energy eigenstates take the form
|P α |E are complex coefficients that determine the weight of the contribution of each of the basis statesQ|φ j andP α |ψ α k ν ,ν to the energy eigenstates |E of the system. To obtain the reaction matrix, we consider again Eq. (16), and note that the spectral decomposition ofQĤQ iŝ
We can therefore write Eq. (16) in the form
Now multiply by φ j | to get
Using the definition of the coupling HamiltonianQHP α given in Appendix A, this reduces to
where the quantities Φ * j,ν (z α ) are defined in Appendix A. It is useful to note that the coupling HamiltonianQHP α is singular for coupling between the reaction region and the asymptotic regions along the z-direction. It provides a means to couple the zero-slope eigenstates of the reaction region to the scattering states in such a way that the resulting exact energy eigenstates have a continuous slope. Along the x-direction it provides the mechanism to form Bloch channels due to the orthogonality of Bloch states with different Bloch momentum.
We next impose the condition that the scattering eigenstate x, z|E be continuous at z = z α so x, z α |Q|E = x, z α |P α |E . If we multiply by 1 √ 2N a e −iK x e −iνπx/a and integrate over x, we obtain
The reaction matrix is obtained from the condition
If we combine Eqs. (29) and (30) and note that z L = −L and z R = +L, we obtain the following expression for the reaction matrices
where α = B, T . For scattering potentials with a clearly defined boundary and for which the scattering problem can be solved analytically, the W-E theory gives exact agreement with the exact results [36, 34, 38] (this is shown in Appendix B for scattering from a square-well potential). For the case of a scattering potential without a well defined boundary, such as we are considering here, we have found that "spurious" states (states that depend on the size of the reaction region) appear in the reaction region, in addition to "localized" states that are independent of the size of the reaction region and intrinsic to the scattering problem. In Fig. 3 , we show the behavior of the reaction region eigenstates, in the energy interval, 0≤E≤ (the first scattering mode of the Γ point channel), as a function of the location of the boundary L. We find that there are only two states that are independent of the position of the boundary L and are intrinsic to the scattering problem. These are indicated by the two solid blue lines in Fig. 3 
Eigenvalue Equation
Equation (31) is the eigenvalue equation for this system. As shown by Bagwell [28] , we can use it to search for bound states of the system in regions that only contain evanescent modes (ν = 0). We can write them in a matrix form as
We can rewrite Eq. (33) in the form
Eq. (35) is an eigenvalue equation for the "bound states" of the system. The bound state energies are given by the condition that the determinant of the 2x2 matrix . Plots of these two Bloch BICs are shown in Fig. 7 . In fact as shown in Fig. 2 there is a whole line of positive energy Bloch states that form BICs because, although they have positive energy, their energy lies below that of the first propagating mode 6 BICs at the Γ-point As described above, there is a line of BICs with finite Bloch momentum that exist because at their Bloch momentum there is no propagating mode available to them, and propagating modes in other Bloch channels cannot couple to them. They exist regardless of whether or not the periodic lattice unit cell has reflection symmetry. At the Γ point, there is another type of BIC that can exist for the case β = 0. The lattice with β = 0 has reflection symmetry about x = 0 and this symmetry prevents some states from coupling to the continuum and decaying. We show the effect of this for the case 0≤E≤
where one propagating mode exists, and the case
, where three propagating modes exist. Symmetry-protected BICs appear to exist only at the Γ point. They occur in the lowest-energy scattering mode of the Γ point channel, where the propagating mode has no transverse component, making it transversely even under reflection. As a result, any transversely odd lattice eigenstate in this energy range cannot couple to it and decay, thereby becoming a bound state. For the energy region 0≤E≤
Γ point first energy channel -0≤E≤
at the Γ point, there are only two localized states and they are both antisymmetric functions of x (see Figs. 4.a and  4.b) . For β = 0, they therefore cannot couple to the continuum and cannot decay. (This is similar to the photonic crystal slab described in [24] , though that system concerns electromagnetic waves not particle waves.)
Breaking the lattice reflection symmetry will downgrade the two BICs in this channel of the Γ point to long-lived quasibound states. Indeed, for β = 0, the transmission and reflection amplitudes have no poles in the complex energy plane due to the two localized reaction region states in Fig. 4 . For β =0, two poles emerge in the complex energy plane indicating that the states that are BICs at β = 0 become quasibound states for β =0. In Fig. 8 , we show these two poles for β = 0.01. If we take the limit β → 0, we observe the lifetime of the quasibound states going to infinity, as shown in Fig. 9 . More precisely, the first BIC (near E≈0.6) has −Im[E] = 0.38β 2 while the second BIC (near E≈4.7) has −Im[E] = 0.03β
2 . Lifetime of a quasibound state is given by Γ = −Im[E] , so both states have lifetimes that scale as 1/β 2 , where β is the size of the asymmetric perturbation. To get lifetimes in SI units, the conversion is (1 unit of time in atomic units = 2.42 * 10 −17 sec). In an experiment, this lattice could experience small noisy perturbations and still have impressively long-lived states in the continuum.
Γ point second energy channel -
As can be seen in Fig. 2 , in the energy interval
at the Γ point, there are three propagating modes, corresponding to modes with wavevectors k
. In this energy interval there are four localized reaction region eigenstates. These states are shown in Fig. 10 . As one might expect from their structure, they are long-lived quasibound states in the continuum (similar states have been called QBICs [39] ), and they come in odd-even pairs.
If we include the evanescent modes k
, then the "S-matrix" in Eq. (13) is a 10×10 matrix, which contains in it a 6×6 unitary scattering matrix that has the form
where, for example,R BB is the 3×3 matrix of reflection amplitudes between the three modes ν = 0, ±1 for particle waves entering the lattice from below. It can be writtenR
where m and p refer to the channels ν = −1 and ν = +1, respectively. Here R BB mm is the reflection amplitude for a wave entering the lattice from below in channel ν = −1 and then reflecting back into channel ν = −1.
The fact that the localized states 10.a and 10.c are antisymmetric means that they cannot participate in the scattering process for β = 0 in mode ν = 0. We can see the effect of this on the transmission and reflection coefficients for these modes. In Fig. 11 we show the reflection coefficients R mm , R m0 , and R 00 , for the energy interval
, for both β = 0 and β = 0.04. The lack of participation of the lower energy antisymmetric state is particularly striking for the reflection coefficients R m0 and R 00 .
The evidence that these four states are quasibound comes from the structure of the poles of the S-matrix in the complex energy plane. In Fig. 12 we show the poles of R mm and R 00 for β = 0 and β = 0.04. For R mm , each localized state is associated with a pole. For R 00 , there are two poles for β = 0 (the low energy pole is very tiny) and much enhanced pole structure for β = 0.04. The distance of each pole from the real energy axis is inversely proportional to the state's lifetime.
If we look at higher energies in the reaction region at the Γ point, we find four more localized states, again in odd-even pairs. Their energies are E = 34.1872, 34.1877 (odd, even) and E = 41.1521, 41.1556 (odd, even). We expect that additional quasibound state pairs, similar to these, persist to even higher energies and may be relatively long-lived.
Conclusions
We have found that scattering from lattices with discrete space translation symmetry is governed by scattering channels what conserve Bloch momentum. The existence of these scattering channels can prevent some positive energy states from decaying, thereby forming bound states in the positive energy continuum.
For the case, where the spatially periodic lattice also has reflection symmetry, we have found that additional bound states can form in the positive energy continuum if their wave-functions are spatially antisymmetric. When the reflection symmetry is broken, these states become long-lived quasibound states. Although the analysis described here focused on a 1D periodic lattice (with finite width) in 2D space, we expect that similar BICs can also form in the energy continuum of 2D periodic lattices, especially if they have additional symmetries.
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Appendix A
Compute matrix elements, taken with respect to the reaction region and asymptotic region eigenstates, of the coupling Hamiltonians.
Similarly,
We have constructed the reaction region eigenstates assuming zero-slope boundary conditions at z = ±L, where L = 3. One can show that, with this boundary condition, the W-E method gives an exact result for the scattering matrix of a 1D system. For example, for a 1D system consisting of a potential well V (z) = −V 0 for −3≤z≤3 and V (z) = 0 otherwise, the exact solution for the reaction matrices are R BB =
where y = . These states are either pure real or pure imaginary. In each case the upper plot is the absolute value of the amplitude and the lower plot is the amplitude. 
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